
 Progress Monitoring - Grade 3
WRF Scoring Booklet 

Student Name:____________________________________      ID:_______________________________

District:__________________________________________     School Year:________________________ 

School:__________________________________________     Class:_____________________________

Month 1: 2: 3:

Week 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Assessment Date

Form Given

Total Correct

Month 4: 5: 6:

Week 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Assessment Date

Form Given

Total Correct

Month 7: 8: 9:

Week 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Assessment Date

Form Given

Total Correct

Month 10: 11: 12:

Week 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Assessment Date

Form Given

Total Correct

Forms Given: DIBELS 8th Edition goals use equating so it is important to know the forms given. Write the form identifier in the 
space above each score. For example - 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 

University of Oregon (2020). 8th Edition of Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS®). Eugene, OR: 
University of Oregon. Available: https://dibels.uoregon.edu
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will other running still black (5)

community look point works could (10)

today far sometimes home myself (15)

lot anyone even press doing (20)

people why never hope course (25)

too found become power language (30)

climate behave follow grip trick (35)

vision skin speed iron direction (40)

tank brush deer coast worse (45)

soap orange habit beam injury (50)

ocean luck row sitting dry (55)

brief sick doubt spot remarks (60)

practice chair send develop copper (65)

lunch stuff humor treatment scientist (70)

delay explore actual spoken fountain (75)

butter normally achieve guy thread (80)

spoke anger arise planned key (85)

circle attach sport fever built (90)

arrival solid theirs grin gas (95)

noise measure tip operator nurse (100)

ceiling slipped ahead step citizen (105)

powder bother heart collect encouraging (110)

incomplete airplane sang knife nails (115)

handy dim bush blew bath (120)

hungry nonsense aluminum lonely swimming (125)

button surrender nut gather scream (130)

skilled meal bedroom pile foolish (135)

arrow earnings palm shower maker (140)

Total Correct _____

DIBELS 8th Edition Word Reading Fluency                             Progress Monitoring WRF 3.1

Examiner script Reminders
Please read from this list of words (Point to the student 
form). 

Start here (point to the first word) and go across the page 
(point across the page). 

When I say ‘Begin’, point to each word and read it the 
best you can. If you get stuck, I will tell you the word, so 
you can keep reading. Put your finger on the first word. 
Ready? Begin.

Start timer When student says the first word.

Prompts Student hesitates: wait 3 seconds; give 
correct word; point to the next word, 
and say “Keep going”; mark the 
missed word as incorrect.

Discontinue Student does not get any words correct 
within the first line (5 words): 
discontinue WRF.
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next without five get bill (5)

below found forward ago not (10)

mind force have reading told (15)

enough home easy past state (20)

night lines body turn student (25)

say continue even main cause (30)

king winter ridiculous relation weekend (35)

model cooking dodge task fame (40)

dawn fish outstanding mistaken river (45)

movie guard butter offer prevent (50)

partner surface spent row bright (55)

wave engine dinner refuse theirs (60)

neighborhood trial laid forth fortune (65)

mother northwest lonely calendar reply (70)

elementary flight closer eager sale (75)

hot worn fifteen combination wife (80)

chin news slow unknown contact (85)

fuel concert led helping string (90)

mixture tower mountain funny park (95)

rose finger pointed trailer arrest (100)

champion waste pickup helpful pile (105)

lens drove railroad appointment deliver (110)

buddy egg clearing sunny farmer (115)

adopt chase belly artistic shake (120)

burn timber thread electricity wing (125)

adventure tale distant beef weakness (130)

useless excite pepper meantime snap (135)

lion fix pose empire holder (140)

Total Correct _____

DIBELS 8th Edition Word Reading Fluency                             Progress Monitoring WRF 3.2

Examiner script Reminders
Please read from this list of words (Point to the student 
form). 

Start here (point to the first word) and go across the page 
(point across the page). 

When I say ‘Begin’, point to each word and read it the 
best you can. If you get stuck, I will tell you the word, so 
you can keep reading. Put your finger on the first word. 
Ready? Begin.

Start timer When student says the first word.

Prompts Student hesitates: wait 3 seconds; give 
correct word; point to the next word, 
and say “Keep going”; mark the 
missed word as incorrect.

Discontinue Student does not get any words correct 
within the first line (5 words): 
discontinue WRF.
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big all south except several (5)

total this more life also (10)

small without fire area rather (15)

running music for should early (20)

west bring court or difficult (25)

forward mean bad if real (30)

remain finger tiny gotten hat (35)

neighborhood marriage distance camera sick (40)

cape fish jacket seat sports (45)

meet hotel decide outer downtown (50)

tower hill success command needle (55)

contents imagination compare silent covering (60)

grand deputy trip beam football (65)

boy verse pity snow chair (70)

elementary standing loves sixth yours (75)

appointment report hurt golden dim (80)

artist east met plug waist (85)

candy fashion pride picture filling (90)

stereo foolish scale daughter rise (95)

crack belt approach dish vacuum (100)

reflection boat raw flame ticket (105)

pin flower frontier tissue shown (110)

opening measure uniform childhood scream (115)

toilet pole handy butter habit (120)

ours fountain shower patch happily (125)

shore chase colored earn unfair (130)

peaceful ate strict button distant (135)

succeed bush grabbed drove southeast (140)

Total Correct _____

DIBELS 8th Edition Word Reading Fluency                             Progress Monitoring WRF 3.3

Examiner script Reminders
Please read from this list of words (Point to the student 
form). 

Start here (point to the first word) and go across the page 
(point across the page). 

When I say ‘Begin’, point to each word and read it the 
best you can. If you get stuck, I will tell you the word, so 
you can keep reading. Put your finger on the first word. 
Ready? Begin.

Start timer When student says the first word.

Prompts Student hesitates: wait 3 seconds; give 
correct word; point to the next word, 
and say “Keep going”; mark the 
missed word as incorrect.

Discontinue Student does not get any words correct 
within the first line (5 words): 
discontinue WRF.
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land either which different private (5)

love hit little family take (10)

short that coming section line (15)

truth find show chance sort (20)

interest city body tell public (25)

often person understand most within (30)

primary expression swing location lift (35)

achieve nature percent sale forgotten (40)

gentle hotel circular solid tap (45)

tower annual ability mix strip (50)

rear cane base alarm holder (55)

holiday buddy vision enemy mention (60)

duty stone keeping bet victory (65)

frozen bedroom silence summer actual (70)

rush vacation mate clearing poem (75)

smoke dozen advanced pickup cabinet (80)

slide store rabbit noon fishing (85)

steel command theater contact tank (90)

liver evil wax thick square (95)

jump seal practice meal success (100)

site capture outer draw fish (105)

navy purpose happen floor joy (110)

aluminum knife refuse sixth grabbed (115)

appointment childhood governor blade jay (120)

antenna trigger cloud eaten instantly (125)

remind swimming collect bold begun (130)

hardware ton northeast climate dim (135)

relax cape entrance meantime grey (140)

Total Correct _____

DIBELS 8th Edition Word Reading Fluency                             Progress Monitoring WRF 3.4

Examiner script Reminders
Please read from this list of words (Point to the student 
form). 

Start here (point to the first word) and go across the page 
(point across the page). 

When I say ‘Begin’, point to each word and read it the 
best you can. If you get stuck, I will tell you the word, so 
you can keep reading. Put your finger on the first word. 
Ready? Begin.

Start timer When student says the first word.

Prompts Student hesitates: wait 3 seconds; give 
correct word; point to the next word, 
and say “Keep going”; mark the 
missed word as incorrect.

Discontinue Student does not get any words correct 
within the first line (5 words): 
discontinue WRF.
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why many among open hard (5)

art them stop right find (10)

important down a next which (15)

support together club another long (20)

type is side works write (25)

no area few land thing (30)

gift chip sold cook coffee (35)

develop traffic vacuum sole muscle (40)

thirty angry patch clay thousand (45)

hurry skill risk bone beauty (50)

scene explanation score worn butter (55)

raise river leaves decision terror (60)

blank punishment shore dish ending (65)

spectacular chase drill pink gotten (70)

button ridiculous broke movie pound (75)

grass meeting shook medium skin (80)

printing finger alone mile restaurant (85)

junior annual assistant edge visible (90)

ability warn beef attention peaceful (95)

lay summer accident shopping agreement (100)

draw chose approach lock grey (105)

examine relation crime leaf awful (110)

ours adventure holiday tin blonde (115)

pan blade juice meantime penny (120)

eaten hunter wax snake burn (125)

lighting fox stopping worker anniversary (130)

toilet failing horizon brush behave (135)

wing parent scientist cooking holder (140)

Total Correct _____

DIBELS 8th Edition Word Reading Fluency                             Progress Monitoring WRF 3.5

Examiner script Reminders
Please read from this list of words (Point to the student 
form). 

Start here (point to the first word) and go across the page 
(point across the page). 

When I say ‘Begin’, point to each word and read it the 
best you can. If you get stuck, I will tell you the word, so 
you can keep reading. Put your finger on the first word. 
Ready? Begin.

Start timer When student says the first word.

Prompts Student hesitates: wait 3 seconds; give 
correct word; point to the next word, 
and say “Keep going”; mark the 
missed word as incorrect.

Discontinue Student does not get any words correct 
within the first line (5 words): 
discontinue WRF.
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friend price street about continue (5)

near whole turn am sound (10)

return very place right number (15)

has clear if level may (20)

major leave pay wrong than (25)

time field program law going (30)

customer iron ocean diet volume (35)

slide introduce horn palace strike (40)

sauce soap caution pound cap (45)

enter strict escape town fun (50)

damage terror mixture memory vision (55)

taste wedding reader hate lit (60)

measurement glory task unfair planet (65)

belly tired broad quit warn (70)

pine forth screen sit loss (75)

partner grey blank suggest page (80)

crazy artistic lion team foolish (85)

sitting cry interesting kitchen battery (90)

bottom blast seven ball army (95)

blind factory sooner theater buddy (100)

delivery prove site landing straight (105)

drag furniture brush complain lamp (110)

bunch sleeve deer spray brave (115)

shade capture knight bitter fix (120)

gap jungle alike lap garage (125)

pit barrel portable hurry northeast (130)

toilet painting communicate arrival noon (135)

mill tar verse detective combine (140)

Total Correct _____

DIBELS 8th Edition Word Reading Fluency                             Progress Monitoring WRF 3.6

Examiner script Reminders
Please read from this list of words (Point to the student 
form). 

Start here (point to the first word) and go across the page 
(point across the page). 

When I say ‘Begin’, point to each word and read it the 
best you can. If you get stuck, I will tell you the word, so 
you can keep reading. Put your finger on the first word. 
Ready? Begin.

Start timer When student says the first word.

Prompts Student hesitates: wait 3 seconds; give 
correct word; point to the next word, 
and say “Keep going”; mark the 
missed word as incorrect.

Discontinue Student does not get any words correct 
within the first line (5 words): 
discontinue WRF.
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men off so table wish (5)

be does fact move continue (10)

get running young believe medical (15)

chance times land service one (20)

sound man saw of country (25)

anyone level private four business (30)

hung suggest mixture nice slip (35)

junior copy comedy pointed palace (40)

bird rough pepper touch fallen (45)

belong silence pickup hero ground (50)

chip lamp birth actual guest (55)

stuff museum behavior goal lady (60)

stage tall spare fear mile (65)

daughter proof pie leaves cake (70)

pick dirty branch quick measurement (75)

focus nervous northern protect page (80)

citizen male prove guard share (85)

hide honor cards receive figures (90)

fall message filling boot fail (95)

yard laugh song poorly fork (100)

rotation precious candy tires liver (105)

theirs railroad leap penny brush (110)

capture fur disappear arrest pump (115)

tower beneath waist alarm cape (120)

atlas asleep trick bench buck (125)

wealthy introduce tank wax bathroom (130)

jungle parent bath egg pleasant (135)

cow mayor airplane eaten beg (140)

Total Correct _____

DIBELS 8th Edition Word Reading Fluency                             Progress Monitoring WRF 3.7

Examiner script Reminders
Please read from this list of words (Point to the student 
form). 

Start here (point to the first word) and go across the page 
(point across the page). 

When I say ‘Begin’, point to each word and read it the 
best you can. If you get stuck, I will tell you the word, so 
you can keep reading. Put your finger on the first word. 
Ready? Begin.

Start timer When student says the first word.

Prompts Student hesitates: wait 3 seconds; give 
correct word; point to the next word, 
and say “Keep going”; mark the 
missed word as incorrect.

Discontinue Student does not get any words correct 
within the first line (5 words): 
discontinue WRF.
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one saw nothing government using (5)

early still group find cost (10)

basic himself private reason that (15)

yes once white made near (20)

we strong living sound form (25)

over upon and soon interest (30)

sport slid grin bowl throat (35)

mirror defeat connection clue struck (40)

everyday rid restaurant meant smell (45)

hang finish team gift stuff (50)

build draw worse sauce mountain (55)

combination spectacular savings thick possibility (60)

willing penny electricity mail lung (65)

decide icy knowing fourth spray (70)

army yourself glory fair mayor (75)

tough pack pleasant earn standing (80)

lady jazz reverse echo sink (85)

plane gold enormous drain museum (90)

battery egg deer pile solve (95)

glad behavior strength seek exchange (100)

famous band warning mixed follow (105)

boost treatment weakness farmer grip (110)

flew bush gap garage liver (115)

steam climb gather adopt cabinet (120)

flame drag brush friendship blade (125)

blast beef comfort instantly detective (130)

chorus shower tennis blonde antenna (135)

grabbed brave thirty blank barrel (140)

Total Correct _____

DIBELS 8th Edition Word Reading Fluency                             Progress Monitoring WRF 3.8

Examiner script Reminders
Please read from this list of words (Point to the student 
form). 

Start here (point to the first word) and go across the page 
(point across the page). 

When I say ‘Begin’, point to each word and read it the 
best you can. If you get stuck, I will tell you the word, so 
you can keep reading. Put your finger on the first word. 
Ready? Begin.

Start timer When student says the first word.

Prompts Student hesitates: wait 3 seconds; give 
correct word; point to the next word, 
and say “Keep going”; mark the 
missed word as incorrect.

Discontinue Student does not get any words correct 
within the first line (5 words): 
discontinue WRF.
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help none thinking men sense (5)

an type cannot like when (10)

my found having am entire (15)

across now price living his (20)

little instead street this difference (25)

last try front was student (30)

sad speaker dim sports lucky (35)

sheet substitute ahead someone neck (40)

everywhere savings keys popular atlas (45)

announcement motion taste fault became (50)

solid magazine grown sir charge (55)

trace wake needle strip flavor (60)

holder fought touch planned improve (65)

article push walk till step (70)

forgot forest machine flat exactly (75)

begun fail aim collection string (80)

announce fruit pack impossible employee (85)

crossing fresh bid silly meal (90)

path damage doctor childhood pass (95)

salt dad clever worker disappear (100)

failing precious grey cloud ruin (105)

rod classroom relax peaceful candy (110)

climate encouraging mate lighting climb (115)

pleasant egg stranger birthday explore (120)

cliff endless kiss adventure dodge (125)

happily warn shake purple closet (130)

sixth alarm pile penny earnings (135)

pit capture alike fifteen stopping (140)

Total Correct _____

DIBELS 8th Edition Word Reading Fluency                             Progress Monitoring WRF 3.9

Examiner script Reminders
Please read from this list of words (Point to the student 
form). 

Start here (point to the first word) and go across the page 
(point across the page). 

When I say ‘Begin’, point to each word and read it the 
best you can. If you get stuck, I will tell you the word, so 
you can keep reading. Put your finger on the first word. 
Ready? Begin.

Start timer When student says the first word.

Prompts Student hesitates: wait 3 seconds; give 
correct word; point to the next word, 
and say “Keep going”; mark the 
missed word as incorrect.

Discontinue Student does not get any words correct 
within the first line (5 words): 
discontinue WRF.
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hope like one or course (5)

test story mind home important (10)

act question first doing about (15)

human where basic country make (20)

color lost hold body up (25)

matter got clear did family (30)

aircraft experiment asleep grateful forgot (35)

fault beg musician measure fall (40)

alike pie gone flash holder (45)

chest understanding smooth careful employee (50)

news globe explanation closet fourth (55)

cabinet scene shelter paid vision (60)

stood factory plate screen sole (65)

fear tip express island lock (70)

ship steam permission risk trail (75)

farther thunder nice imagine leaves (80)

happily storm commercial nails visit (85)

silence save unfair cafe dislike (90)

poorly buck nose energy grabbed (95)

valuable stage raw elementary insist (100)

dog diet wife trigger heavy (105)

waiting bread sink wave fight (110)

shake bubble arrest pleasant brave (115)

noon measurement gap hurry painful (120)

jungle blonde wildlife panic clearing (125)

silly wore fix buddy adopt (130)

sang colony nut slid filling (135)

stroke tar mate cooking dodge (140)

Total Correct _____

DIBELS 8th Edition Word Reading Fluency                           Progress Monitoring WRF 3.10

Examiner script Reminders
Please read from this list of words (Point to the student 
form). 

Start here (point to the first word) and go across the page 
(point across the page). 

When I say ‘Begin’, point to each word and read it the 
best you can. If you get stuck, I will tell you the word, so 
you can keep reading. Put your finger on the first word. 
Ready? Begin.

Start timer When student says the first word.

Prompts Student hesitates: wait 3 seconds; give 
correct word; point to the next word, 
and say “Keep going”; mark the 
missed word as incorrect.

Discontinue Student does not get any words correct 
within the first line (5 words): 
discontinue WRF.
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call since today road low (5)

makes done sound put saw (10)

things having support being control (15)

water going design doing area (20)

country which line think across (25)

several side best another me (30)

boot avenue powder bus nowhere (35)

huge horse wash lighting workshop (40)

drew ticket advance fame port (45)

meat sink writer park sell (50)

wedding mouth search warn sang (55)

author substitute ill pepper mayor (60)

thousand distance happy jungle tie (65)

follow loop capture fox height (70)

billion operation instantly share pine (75)

pan couch guitar pen hay (80)

sir paid flash ray forth (85)

pound alike somehow baker keeping (90)

taught battery bowl plus evil (95)

nice guess painful shut youth (100)

habit possibility anyhow bent ate (105)

patch drag allow excitement bath (110)

complain announce skirt fraction copper (115)

twelve circular chip knife behave (120)

sport fountain railroad beside poorly (125)

knee incomplete drum atlas icy (130)

arrival brush tank shelf chorus (135)

backward beneath creature paragraph kiss (140)

Total Correct _____

DIBELS 8th Edition Word Reading Fluency                           Progress Monitoring WRF 3.11

Examiner script Reminders
Please read from this list of words (Point to the student 
form). 

Start here (point to the first word) and go across the page 
(point across the page). 

When I say ‘Begin’, point to each word and read it the 
best you can. If you get stuck, I will tell you the word, so 
you can keep reading. Put your finger on the first word. 
Ready? Begin.

Start timer When student says the first word.

Prompts Student hesitates: wait 3 seconds; give 
correct word; point to the next word, 
and say “Keep going”; mark the 
missed word as incorrect.

Discontinue Student does not get any words correct 
within the first line (5 words): 
discontinue WRF.
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act entire cannot among then (5)

party personal few main age (10)

bring simple major important us (15)

complete time them may needs (20)

out night other pay when (25)

find problem or their today (30)

proceed smart snake sunny clearing (35)

winter strip enemy pro restaurant (40)

sand drain fort champion taught (45)

rail bid treat wait self (50)

empire author grateful advanced dice (55)

kitchen lap navy sixth repair (60)

manner tape catch measure fever (65)

wood walk introduce stable tonight (70)

laugh queen forgotten tip easier (75)

jacket fifteen difficulty eating closet (80)

ray excited worn replace encourage (85)

sky verse governor hole atlas (90)

rain length valuable park powerful (95)

understand sea lucky announce delay (100)

tie lose babies timber artistic (105)

fountain skilled knock flower rider (110)

beg sport bedroom strict shake (115)

thread earnings neighbor fox polish (120)

flavor examine tar barrel swimming (125)

poorly endless printing slipped fur (130)

couch pump forgot sleeve threw (135)

yard worker copper bat arise (140)

Total Correct _____

DIBELS 8th Edition Word Reading Fluency                           Progress Monitoring WRF 3.12

Examiner script Reminders
Please read from this list of words (Point to the student 
form). 

Start here (point to the first word) and go across the page 
(point across the page). 

When I say ‘Begin’, point to each word and read it the 
best you can. If you get stuck, I will tell you the word, so 
you can keep reading. Put your finger on the first word. 
Ready? Begin.

Start timer When student says the first word.

Prompts Student hesitates: wait 3 seconds; give 
correct word; point to the next word, 
and say “Keep going”; mark the 
missed word as incorrect.

Discontinue Student does not get any words correct 
within the first line (5 words): 
discontinue WRF.
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here always whatever person her (5)

tried speak away window job (10)

cost try couple line me (15)

this either course ago game (20)

enough west field none road (25)

knew before table image state (30)

lips thunder pie planned fellow (35)

traffic threw twelve hardware stand (40)

acting fight adventure honey clock (45)

folks fourth mystery distant understood (50)

steam treatment leather dodge advance (55)

grade flag penalty electrical pro (60)

century blame wash appearance piano (65)

habit star burst visible fork (70)

choose favor deck fog key (75)

rope till pleasure interesting sell (80)

equipment upper chorus factory abroad (85)

hung noon pin encourage win (90)

artist pointed arrival self discover (95)

fence stomach daughter shock knight (100)

brief mouse beautiful comedy page (105)

winter journey string ending measure (110)

stick tea jay seal fever (115)

cent meal dish shelter relax (120)

polish farther sweat fountain nurse (125)

rider rage holder bat gather (130)

brave ruin pump outer comfort (135)

birthday paragraph knee theirs candy (140)

Total Correct _____

DIBELS 8th Edition Word Reading Fluency                           Progress Monitoring WRF 3.13

Examiner script Reminders
Please read from this list of words (Point to the student 
form). 

Start here (point to the first word) and go across the page 
(point across the page). 

When I say ‘Begin’, point to each word and read it the 
best you can. If you get stuck, I will tell you the word, so 
you can keep reading. Put your finger on the first word. 
Ready? Begin.

Start timer When student says the first word.

Prompts Student hesitates: wait 3 seconds; give 
correct word; point to the next word, 
and say “Keep going”; mark the 
missed word as incorrect.

Discontinue Student does not get any words correct 
within the first line (5 words): 
discontinue WRF.
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past service away much other (5)

outside in simply voice forward (10)

way fine press game book (15)

face board party hold year (20)

want wish interested trade when (25)

light cannot look their human (30)

desk shell island win behave (35)

arm clay news root tennis (40)

rock blank captain ability pool (45)

dot avoid destroy round secretary (50)

painful energy explain sale command (55)

instantly brother plenty fantastic describe (60)

appearance terror blind advanced cat (65)

hero crime driver search pocket (70)

lean everyone female crowd happily (75)

mathematics selection sleeve coffee director (80)

ball everybody mistaken endless nurse (85)

fell relative afraid farm build (90)

knee gap weather heads belt (95)

horn motor drill refuse horizon (100)

dropping useless buddy zone arrow (105)

junior wore meet ceiling knight (110)

abandoned reward circular drain cape (115)

bat belly disappear flag verse (120)

shower grin remind colony butter (125)

grab sport measurement yard cent (130)

basement musician snap blonde ate (135)

deliver ham chip holiday asleep (140)

Total Correct _____

DIBELS 8th Edition Word Reading Fluency                           Progress Monitoring WRF 3.14

Examiner script Reminders
Please read from this list of words (Point to the student 
form). 

Start here (point to the first word) and go across the page 
(point across the page). 

When I say ‘Begin’, point to each word and read it the 
best you can. If you get stuck, I will tell you the word, so 
you can keep reading. Put your finger on the first word. 
Ready? Begin.

Start timer When student says the first word.

Prompts Student hesitates: wait 3 seconds; give 
correct word; point to the next word, 
and say “Keep going”; mark the 
missed word as incorrect.

Discontinue Student does not get any words correct 
within the first line (5 words): 
discontinue WRF.
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with range health none known (5)

simple north sort years on (10)

hand major word ask sound (15)

future but maybe color great (20)

office even gave month call (25)

include large left community two (30)

beauty measure deals queen listen (35)

zone sentence entrance enjoy cash (40)

experiment feeling song spring assignment (45)

loaded bag pole spoke mirror (50)

till twist ladies plug date (55)

clothing gone beam cast dawn (60)

scientist pressure gather trace overseas (65)

contain excitement spot button track (70)

everyone fishing rope scene draft (75)

dust block leaf gift valuable (80)

cat wild dad leg wildlife (85)

chose fly electricity kick grade (90)

operator shop kid treatment dare (95)

catch scared slide rain flame (100)

storage liver disappear drill penny (105)

crop bend furniture tower detective (110)

noon flies gentleman precious pit (115)

attach colony combine instantly purple (120)

buck endless incomplete passenger stroke (125)

arrow ours absence roof surprising (130)

cotton climate useless foolish chin (135)

blade mix meantime succeed spectacular (140)

Total Correct _____

DIBELS 8th Edition Word Reading Fluency                           Progress Monitoring WRF 3.15

Examiner script Reminders
Please read from this list of words (Point to the student 
form). 

Start here (point to the first word) and go across the page 
(point across the page). 

When I say ‘Begin’, point to each word and read it the 
best you can. If you get stuck, I will tell you the word, so 
you can keep reading. Put your finger on the first word. 
Ready? Begin.

Start timer When student says the first word.

Prompts Student hesitates: wait 3 seconds; give 
correct word; point to the next word, 
and say “Keep going”; mark the 
missed word as incorrect.

Discontinue Student does not get any words correct 
within the first line (5 words): 
discontinue WRF.
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some between difference history door (5)

move wrong rest half force (10)

easy a figure me air (15)

cause major away past may (20)

almost times early sense write (25)

mind show city part while (30)

sea anyhow picture fall grabbed (35)

drink respect bend shelter auto (40)

shame goal marriage buy whoever (45)

stuck shirt cool worse kick (50)

fill anniversary tea rabbit film (55)

ours lovely ton fantastic broke (60)

favorite metal polish discuss fought (65)

enemy dodge atlas slip ship (70)

style push rid instant contain (75)

forces bat journal covered warning (80)

lock beam paid search huge (85)

trigger standing circular saving smile (90)

organ dream tight alike citizen (95)

drain grateful attractive loop rich (100)

alive serve afternoon cafe blade (105)

rod carpet thunder mistaken lion (110)

ruin waist dad bath thirty (115)

roof peak pan locate bush (120)

stereo pen stairs forgot copper (125)

tale colony attach steam purple (130)

shook mate button eaten detective (135)

belly childhood tar cow abandoned (140)

Total Correct _____

DIBELS 8th Edition Word Reading Fluency                           Progress Monitoring WRF 3.16

Examiner script Reminders
Please read from this list of words (Point to the student 
form). 

Start here (point to the first word) and go across the page 
(point across the page). 

When I say ‘Begin’, point to each word and read it the 
best you can. If you get stuck, I will tell you the word, so 
you can keep reading. Put your finger on the first word. 
Ready? Begin.

Start timer When student says the first word.

Prompts Student hesitates: wait 3 seconds; give 
correct word; point to the next word, 
and say “Keep going”; mark the 
missed word as incorrect.

Discontinue Student does not get any words correct 
within the first line (5 words): 
discontinue WRF.
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space knowledge also children me (5)

wrote money outside people makes (10)

form action power should woman (15)

government better period name sound (20)

time area in knew believe (25)

left speak almost sort street (30)

covering understood mile tea meant (35)

fly yard unfair gather learn (40)

verse bench upper laid touch (45)

sentence bet brave factory ladies (50)

refuse pro fast admission enormous (55)

fish helping horse smooth shut (60)

underground snap master ring film (65)

forces finish figures build smoke (70)

dislike block truck trial owner (75)

wonder seat ruin enter airplane (80)

born shopping scale pleasant double (85)

column screen clever heap fraction (90)

hearing chair happy report atlas (95)

dive entertain argument join museum (100)

nation everywhere gentle roof chorus (105)

bull thirty cliff gentleman shoe (110)

frontier chin sang bold spectacular (115)

ceiling jay basement tap sauce (120)

alike clue arrival handy happily (125)

hollow tower blonde colored begun (130)

reverse patch pity artistic hello (135)

nervous shore adopt farther creature (140)

Total Correct _____

DIBELS 8th Edition Word Reading Fluency                           Progress Monitoring WRF 3.17

Examiner script Reminders
Please read from this list of words (Point to the student 
form). 

Start here (point to the first word) and go across the page 
(point across the page). 

When I say ‘Begin’, point to each word and read it the 
best you can. If you get stuck, I will tell you the word, so 
you can keep reading. Put your finger on the first word. 
Ready? Begin.

Start timer When student says the first word.

Prompts Student hesitates: wait 3 seconds; give 
correct word; point to the next word, 
and say “Keep going”; mark the 
missed word as incorrect.

Discontinue Student does not get any words correct 
within the first line (5 words): 
discontinue WRF.
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road want range certain done (5)

known chance said market music (10)

water far run medical for (15)

rest both able could kind (20)

woman into mean along year (25)

fact lot free different office (30)

female tin raise barrel forget (35)

length six loose fresh rider (40)

hundred chart letting kid collection (45)

driver hide warm memory apart (50)

beat factory tree showing pool (55)

operate frozen toilet smoke fever (60)

sister reporter born deaf attractive (65)

sold forgive shelter flood dive (70)

speech natural everywhere understood gas (75)

battery yourself rule tape dry (80)

site admit theirs seek bear (85)

defense loss appear model slipped (90)

counter passage knee split spray (95)

fox gone coat stereo lamp (100)

fuel filling instantly brave examine (105)

palace lobby rotation threw pioneer (110)

arrest skirt width ruin adventure (115)

holiday polish lung steam climb (120)

drill bench mix brand chase (125)

cape clearing mistaken liver sunny (130)

reverse ham snake pie basement (135)

waist bat grain vacuum sweat (140)

Total Correct _____

DIBELS 8th Edition Word Reading Fluency                           Progress Monitoring WRF 3.18

Examiner script Reminders
Please read from this list of words (Point to the student 
form). 

Start here (point to the first word) and go across the page 
(point across the page). 

When I say ‘Begin’, point to each word and read it the 
best you can. If you get stuck, I will tell you the word, so 
you can keep reading. Put your finger on the first word. 
Ready? Begin.

Start timer When student says the first word.

Prompts Student hesitates: wait 3 seconds; give 
correct word; point to the next word, 
and say “Keep going”; mark the 
missed word as incorrect.

Discontinue Student does not get any words correct 
within the first line (5 words): 
discontinue WRF.
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look believe top woman same (5)

short general write with old (10)

never having week just than (15)

give further known room now (20)

when half upon court maybe (25)

but end class large came (30)

imagination actual season pie relation (35)

stadium sitting pin unknown bright (40)

partner ate glass passenger signal (45)

victory surprise closet border join (50)

shelter hollow disappear desk daily (55)

challenge shock hello snake son (60)

cotton medicine adventure electricity lips (65)

hang natural timber whoever printing (70)

holder rule happiness balance somewhere (75)

spring sport worth dinner facing (80)

volume fallen shoulder unlikely sharp (85)

underground plate strength hill feelings (90)

tank guy flood audience fit (95)

raw dry plenty grade regular (100)

hurt reach eating diet measurement (105)

struck log alike hardware fifteen (110)

shower brave rider cruel thunder (115)

copper fancy roof tower organ (120)

tar pepper pioneer sensible cent (125)

wildlife deer deliver divide introduce (130)

juice instantly mouse colored handy (135)

lighting theirs yard skilled maker (140)

Total Correct _____

DIBELS 8th Edition Word Reading Fluency                           Progress Monitoring WRF 3.19

Examiner script Reminders
Please read from this list of words (Point to the student 
form). 

Start here (point to the first word) and go across the page 
(point across the page). 

When I say ‘Begin’, point to each word and read it the 
best you can. If you get stuck, I will tell you the word, so 
you can keep reading. Put your finger on the first word. 
Ready? Begin.

Start timer When student says the first word.

Prompts Student hesitates: wait 3 seconds; give 
correct word; point to the next word, 
and say “Keep going”; mark the 
missed word as incorrect.

Discontinue Student does not get any words correct 
within the first line (5 words): 
discontinue WRF.
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are second center lost tried (5)

why there else they change (10)

rate while then never training (15)

around them known land young (20)

anything return member year difference (25)

writing went choice woman last (30)

northeast boat tight milk chose (35)

enormous suit scream ring solve (40)

leap fruit cliff brain index (45)

smooth honey loves pin song (50)

buddy imagination penalty forgot bother (55)

sitting fall combination entrance kept (60)

uncle background acting flash hill (65)

spoken begin accident avoid male (70)

destroy thick eve fork poem (75)

store arrow families worry finger (80)

slow button growth printing card (85)

coach flew approach roll loaded (90)

begun site chin clue plans (95)

laid thin sample treat edge (100)

powerful holder fame crime beach (105)

tap spray yard egg babies (110)

rider trick gather seal pump (115)

mistaken rail tin atlas cotton (120)

lightning eager timber palm bold (125)

dim grey sleeve beside candy (130)

crossing dice absence wax distant (135)

chip juice succeed reporter beneath (140)

Total Correct _____

DIBELS 8th Edition Word Reading Fluency                           Progress Monitoring WRF 3.20

Examiner script Reminders
Please read from this list of words (Point to the student 
form). 

Start here (point to the first word) and go across the page 
(point across the page). 

When I say ‘Begin’, point to each word and read it the 
best you can. If you get stuck, I will tell you the word, so 
you can keep reading. Put your finger on the first word. 
Ready? Begin.

Start timer When student says the first word.

Prompts Student hesitates: wait 3 seconds; give 
correct word; point to the next word, 
and say “Keep going”; mark the 
missed word as incorrect.

Discontinue Student does not get any words correct 
within the first line (5 words): 
discontinue WRF.
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